PrepAIR: EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROGRAM
Business Continuity Preparedness

Typical emergency services

Every hour of downtime represents frustration; and moreover, lost
revenue. Having an organized plan in place before a disaster happens
drastically reduces the costs to repair damage to the property. AIR’s
Emergency Response Plan is designed to help reduce financial impact
for businesses of all sizes and types by providing an effective,
proactive approach to mitigating property loss and limiting
operational downtime.
Our ERP Program helps to organize business critical information
for use in times of a disaster. AIR works with building
management to survey the property and prepare information that
is helpful in efficiently responding to various disaster situations.
We document or capture the following with program participants:
•

Critical contacts

•

Emergency shut-off locations

•

Critical asset inventory

•

Work pre-authorizations

•

Insurance/coverage Information

•
•

•

Water extraction

•

Structural drying

•

Board-up & Temporary
weatherproofing

•

Biohazard decontamination

•

Hazardous material remediation
o

Mold remediation

o

Lead renovation

o

Asbestos remediation

•

Soot, smoke & odor removal

•

Soft contents restoration

Emergency SOP’s

•

Hard contents restoration

Building dimensions & evacuation routes

•

Electronics contents restoration

The benefits of program participation are:
•

Development of a practical action plan
implemented in the event of property damage

•

AIR’s targeted response when needed, based on preexisting knowledge of the building information and
business operations

•

Dedicated
direct
dispatch/response

•

Pre-established pricing for services and equipment

•

PrepAIR program enrollment is offered at no cost to
qualifying property owners/managers.
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American Integrity Restoration is a DKI Member
Company, the largest disaster restoration network
in North America. This brings our customers the
added assurance of our ability to respond in times
of widespread disasters. The DKI catastrophic
response network can be activated to provide AIR
with the expertise and equipment necessary to
assist our customers in urgent times of widespread
distress.
Further, our fellow DKI member companies adhere
to the same strict standards for employee
screening and technician certification, to ensure a
consistent and correct emergency response.

